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Maximum Classics: background
• designed as an easy introduction to Latin and Classical Civilization for 

students aged 7 and up and their teachers
• also created to improve English vocabulary through etymology
• first trialed in the UK in 2016 in three London primary schools among 

pupils aged 8-11
• Maximum Classics Community Interest Company (CIC) set up in 2021 to 

provide education and publishing services
• Maximum Classics course has now been used by over 400 UK schools 

with UK charity Classics For All licensing the course as one of their main 
content offerings
• 9,678 unique users of maximumclassics.com in 2022
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Why Latin & Classics?
What benefits can the teaching of 

Latin & Classics bring to KS2 pupils? 
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About Maximum Classics 
Why Latin as a KS2 MFL
1. Accessibility to all pupils – ancient languages as a leveller
Accessibility for all
• La#n not the ‘preserve of gi2ed & talented’
• Useful for bridging literacy gap for pupils with SEND
• Accessible and useful for EAL students 

(Classics in Communi-es research project, 2020)

Posi0ve trends in development of literacy skills from low 
baselines
• when La#n is used as an interven#on strategy, 

learners performing at below age-related expecta#on 
respond posi#vely

(Holmes-Henderson, 2020)

‘I  can see right away that 
you are putting the EAL 
child on the same 
grounding as everyone 
else because suddenly 
you’re all learning a new 
language together.’

Classics in the Primary Classroom 
H. Taylor, 2020
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About Maximum Classics 
Why Latin as a KS2 MFL
2: Language learning without the pressure of spoken accuracy

‘The removal of the 
speaking and listening 
elements for the ancient 
languages reduces the 
cognitive load for pupils at 
KS2…’

Ancient languages in primary 
schools in England
Department for Education, 2022

• unlike modern foreign languages, speaking and listening 
component exempted for ancient languages in the National 
Curriculum

• No issues of spoken accent as La#n spoken 
widely both historically and geographically

🙋 femina ❤ amare

😂 ridet 👨💻 laboras

• Latin is a phonically regular language and 
easy to grasp
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About Maximum Classics 
Why Latin as a KS2 MFL
3: Development of English literacy 

’…accessing an ancient 
language has improved 
English Reading 
Comprehension, Spelling, 
Word Reading and Word 
Decoding for the pupils 
since they have started 
studying Greek. This is a 
demonstrable impact for 
these children who have 
accessed a Classical 
language’. 

UK Teacher quoted by
Hewitt in Holmes-Henderson
(in press)

Vocabulary
• La#n at the root of 60% English words, many of the Tier 2 

vocabulary
• Many ancient language roots frequent in science, technology 

and philosophy vocabulary
• US evidence shows ‘significant improvements in English 

vocabulary among La#n learners in comparison with control 
groups’

(Bracke & Bradshaw, 2020)
Grammar
• inflected nature of language requires clear and detailed 

teaching of grammar, much of which matches the grammar 
mandated by the Na#onal Curriculum for KS2
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About Maximum Classics 
Why Latin as a KS2 MFL
4: Cross-curricular application

‘Whether it is a Trojan 
horse, a Herculean effort, 
or a Sisyphean task, 
classical allusions are 
everywhere. The more 
“Classics-savvy” a student 
is, the more culturally 
literate they are.’ 

Teacher in 43% pupil premium 
primary, quoted by Pinkett, in Our 
Mythical Education (2021)

2. Cultural enrichment

1. English vocabulary links, especially in science and geography

Art & DesignDramaPSHEHistory Cultural breadth
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About Maximum Classics 
Why Latin as a KS2 MFL
5: Founda*onal work for later MFL learning

‘Latin education on all 
grade levels, particularly on 
the elementary grade 
levels, is related to 
improved general English 
comprehension (including 
reading, vocabulary, 
grammar and 
comprehension for both 
native and non-native 
speakers) and in facilitating 
the acquisition of a second 
foreign language’

DeVane, Efficacy of Latin in the 
Information Age, 1996

On transi#on to secondary, students generally have no choice over 
the MFL they study.

Learning Latin or Greek at primary level can help future 
language learning due to:

• systematic approach to grammar and syntax necessary for 
the learning of ancient languages, including exposure to 
grammatical terminology

• etymological congruence between Latin and Romance 
language vocabulary
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About Maximum Classics 
Why Latin as a KS2 MFL
6: Development of analytical and cognitive skills

‘The application of critical 
and creative thinking skills, 
together with problem-
solving skills, is at the core 
of learning Latin and 
Greek’

Forward With Classics, 2018aquam frigidam laete bibebamus

1. Word class analysis – find the ‘core’ verb, then nouns, adjectives

2. Endings analysis 
verb – number, person, tense
noun – number, case (subject/object), gender
adjectives – number, case, gender (and noun they agree with)

3. Vocabulary – meaning retrieval

4. Final synthesis, including good English word order

noun adjective verb
sing, obj, fem sing, obj, fem

1st person plural ‘we’
past continuous

adverb

water cold drinkhappily

We were happily drinking cold water
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About Maximum Classics 
Why La0n as a KS2 MFL
Summary

1. Accessibility to all pupils – ancient languages as a leveller
2. Language learning without the pressure of spoken accuracy
3. Development of English literacy – grammar and vocabulary
4. Cross-curricular application, including the extension of cultural and 

historical learning
5. Foundational work for later MFL learning, especially Romance 

languages such as French and Spanish
6. Development of analytical and cognitive skills
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How to go about it
Teaching Latin and Classics in the 

KS2 classroom
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About Maximum Classics 
comprehensive & digital

• 4-year KS2 National Curriculum-
compliant scheme with 130 fully-
resourced lessons
• Latin language, Roman & Greek 

culture & history
• all materials digital and online at 

www.maximumclassics.com
• easy to navigate through the 

curriculum and find resources
• colourful and engaging 

classroom materials

It’s great fun. Interesting, 
very interactive lessons, a 
great pace and accessible 
for all students. I didn’t 
know any Latin to begin 
with but now I feel 
confident to teach Latin.

A great opportunity for 
children to learn a new 
language that links so 
much with their other 
learning and understanding 
of language.

http://www.maximumclassics.com/
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About Maximum Classics 
time-saving, easy-to-use resources

• lessons in downloadable 
Powerpoint slide decks 
• student exercise sheets 

in pdf format
• helpful ancillary 

materials including unit-
by-unit student 
knowledge organisers
and workbooks
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About Maximum Classics 
comprehensive support materials

• unit teacher guides
• answers for every pupil worksheet 

for ease of marking
• whole-course progression grid 

plus progress tests in every unit 
for tracking pupil progress
• audio-visual dictionary
• video walk-throughs of unit 

content and subject knowledge 
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About Maximum Classics
accessible learning for all abilities
• repeHHon & gradual building in language 

learning
• e.g., story transla.ons move from few words of 

La.n to all La.n by Unit 11
• different modes of learning

• chants, games, puzzles, discussion, response 
through drawing, wri>en exercises

• hands on learning
• emphasis on crea.vity in cultural learning

• many opportuniHes for collaboraHve learning
• pair and group ac.vi.es

• built-in opportuniHes for differenHaHon
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About Maximum Classics 
building English vocabulary and 
language understanding

• all but 4 of 200 vocabulary 
words on the course have an 
etymological connection to 
English
• supporting suite of word roots 

materials
• covers Latin grammar useful 

for understanding 
grammatical features of the 
English language
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About Maximum Classics 
broad Classical Civilization learning
• gives insights into a wide variety of 

aspects of Greco-Roman culture 
and everyday life
• foregrounds some lesser-known 

stories e.g., Hypatia
• consistent, constructive 

comparison with modern culture 
e.g., the influence of classical 
literature on Shakespeare, links to 
modern scientific knowledge
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About Maximum Classics 
four-year Latin & Classics curriculum

fir
st

 y
ea

r Unit 1
The origins of language
Word order v endings
Achilles

Unit 2
Present tense verbs 
Greco-Roman gods 
Orpheus

Unit 3
Verbs & adverbs
Mosaics, Midas

Unit 4
Subject & object nouns
Roman Army
Boudicca

se
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nd
 y
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r Unit 5

Simple sentences in Latin
Food
Town Mouse & 
Country Mouse

Unit 6
Numerals
‘To be’
Olympics
Hercules

Unit 7
Adjectives & agreement
Homer & epic
The Trojan Horse

Unit 8
Prepositions
Millefiori
Hannibal

th
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Unit 9
Past continuous tense
Aristotle
Astronomy 
Narcissus & Echo

Unit 10
Third group nouns
Letters & numbers 
Romulus & Remus

Unit 11
Possessive noun endings
Pythagoras
Nature Myths, 
Persephone

Unit 12
Negatives, commands & 
conjunctions
Epigraphy
Cleopatra

fo
ur

th
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Unit 13
Simple past tense
Music
Greek theatre

Unit 14
Questions & answers
Plato & virtue

Unit 15
Auxiliaries – want/can
The Odyssey

Unit 16
Classics in the modern 
classroom
Unsung heroes of the 
Ancient World

= language elements
= literature/cultural elements

https://maximumclassics.com/unit-1-the-origins-of-language/
https://maximumclassics.com/unit-2-verbs-the-present-tense/
https://maximumclassics.com/unit-3-verbs-adverbs/
https://maximumclassics.com/unit-4-subject-object-nouns/
https://maximumclassics.com/unit-5-simple-sentences-in-latin/
https://maximumclassics.com/unit-6-numerals-to-be/
https://maximumclassics.com/unit-7-adjectives-agreement/
https://maximumclassics.com/unit-8-prepositions/
https://maximumclassics.com/maximum-classics-2-0/unit-9-past-continuous-tense/
https://maximumclassics.com/maximum-classics-2-0/unit-10-complex-latin-sentences/
https://maximumclassics.com/maximum-classics-2-0/unit-10-possessive-noun-endings/
https://maximumclassics.com/maximum-classics-2-0/unit-12-negatives-conjunctions/
https://maximumclassics.com/maximum-classics-2-0/unit-13-relative-clauses/
https://maximumclassics.com/maximum-classics-2-0/unit-14-relative-clauses/
https://maximumclassics.com/maximum-classics-2-0/unit-15-passive-vs-active/
https://maximumclassics.com/maximum-classics-2-0/unit-16-indirect-object-to-for/
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Next steps

• Trial Unit 1 of the course for free at hVps://maximumclassics.com/trial/

• Training and orientaYon sessions (including some free sessions for 

qualifying schools) are available: for details see 

hVps://maximumclassics.com/training-consultancy/

• If you have any further quesYons, contact charlie@maximumclassics.com

https://maximumclassics.com/trial/
https://maximumclassics.com/training-consultancy/
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